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We discuss new physics search within the minimal supergravity model by using a
possible large direct CP asymmetry in B± → K±; K0± decays and B meson
rare decays.
1 Introduction
B fatories at KEK and SLAC are taking data to probe the origin of CP viola-
tion which is one of main issue in current high energy physics. In the standard
model(SM) the CP violation is originated by a physical phase of the Cabbibo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa(CKM) matrix1. A new source of CP violation can appear
in models beyond the SM. If there is new physics beyond SM, we expect to see
its eects in CP violating B meson decays.
The most important task for new physics search is to identify decay modes
where one can nd a large deviations from standard model expectations, and
also experimentally accessible in near future. It is really good chance to probe
the new physics eects in B-meson decays through indirect (B0 − B0 mixing)
and direct CP-violating processes at B factories.
In this talk we discuss a possible new physics impact on B-meson rare
decays and the direct CP violation phenomena through the magetic gluon
penguin contributions in B ! K; K0 decays.
2 New physics Eects in mSUGRA Model
We investigate the new physics eects in rare B decays: B ! Xsγ and
B ! Xs‘+‘− and in direct CP violating modes: B ! K; K0 within the
minimal Supergravity model(mSUGRA). In the mSUGRA, there are four new
CP violating phases, i.e. phases of the gaugino mass, the higgsino mass param-
eter, the SUSY breaking Higgs beson mass, and the trilinear scalar coupling
constant, of which two combinations are physically independent. When we im-
pose the universal condition at GUT scale, two physical phases at GUT scale
comes from, if we take a phase convention, the trilinear coupling constant and
higgsino mass parameter, A and , respectively. These phases induce the
neutron and electron electric dipole moments (EDMs). When we require the
1
unversality of SUSY breaking term at GUT scale and explicitly solve the renor-
malization group equations (RGEs) to determine the masses and the mixings
of SUSY particles and also require the condition for the radiative electroweak
breaking, the phase  is strongly constrained by EDMs and the phase A is
not constrainted at GUT scale, however, in low energy scale, the phase of A-
term for top squarks is strongly supressed, becuase the phase of A-term for top
squarks is reduced due to the large top Yukawa coupling constant and aligned
to that of the gaugino mass 3.
When we investigate the eect of the SUSY CP violating parameter on
rare B decays, B ! Xsγ and B ! Xs‘+‘−, in the mSUGRA, we nd some
interesting results 3 with following SUSY parameters: 0 < m0 < 1 TeV, 120 <
MX < 500 GeV, jAxj < 5m0, and the bound of EDMs4 : jdnj  0:97 10−25e 
cm, jdej  4:0  10−27e  cm, in addition, the branching ratio of B ! Xsγ 5 :
2:0 10−4 < B(B ! Xsγ) < 4:5 10−4 ; (i)   10−2 and 0  A  2, (ii)
As in the case of no SUSY CP violating phase, C7 and C8 have large SUSY
contributions, however, those to C9 and C10 are small. (iii) CP asymmetry
of B ! Xsγ : ACP (B ! Xsγ)  2% with EDM constraints, however when
we consider EDM cancellation in one loop level 6, it can be reached upto 7%.
(iv) In B ! Xs‘+‘− decay, for small tan value, Im(C7=Csm7 ) ’ 0 since
Im(At) becomes small, however, for large tan value, since chargino and stop
loop eect becomes dominated in C7, C7 ’ Csm7 . So branching ratio of
B ! Xs‘+‘− can be enchanced when C7 ’ −Csm7 . (v) The allowed domain
of C8=Csm8 can be extracted from the B ! Xsgγ contribution into B ! Xsγ,
shown in Figure 1.
When we investigate the new physics eect through magnetic gluon pen-
guin contributions in the exclusive B meson decays, we nd that a possible
large direct CP violation can be observed in pure penguin modes, specially
B ! K and K0.
The CP asymmetry is dened as :
ACP =
Γ(B− ! f)− Γ(B+ ! f)
Γ(B− ! f) + Γ(B+ ! f)
For instance, the amplitude of B+ ! K+ decay is :
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where SK = −0:49,  is the strong phase dierence between O8G and O1−10,
 = new−sm is the electroweak phase dierence between new physics and SM,
and R = jC8G=Csm8G j. In our analysis we use the factroization approach includ-
ing non-factorizable contributions into Neffc and strong phases via Bander-
Silverman-Soni mechanism 7 into ai and C
eff
i . We use (N
eff
c )LL = 2:0 for
O1;2;3;4;9;10 and (Neffc )LR = 6:0 for O5;6;7;8 as like as H.Y. Cheng et al.
8. As
shown in Figure 2, we have large direct CP asymmetries which is induced
by new physics contributions : in B ! K decay, we have 0:1  10−5 
B(B ! K)  0:75 10−5 and jACP j  15% with EDM constrained con-
dition, however, without EDM constraints, jACP j  30%. For B ! K0
decay, we get the branching ratio upto 22:5 10−6 which is well agreed with
present experimental data 9: B(B ! Ko) = (18:2+4:6−4:0  1:6)  10−6 and
jACP j  20%.
In conclusion we have given example of decay modes which can allow an
early detection of new physics eects in the minimal supergravity model.
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Figure 1: The allowded region of C8=Csm8 at the bottom mass scale with tan = 30.















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(a) R = 1.0,  = 0:00
0
(b) R = 0.5,  = 90:0
0
(c) R = 3.0,  = 174:
0
(d) R = 2.24,  = 153:
0
Figure 2: CP asymmetry at four dierent points: (a) prediction of the Standard Model, (b)
the point with pure imaginary of C8, (c) the point with maximum distance from origin, (d)
an example point without EDM constaint.
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